
curious?



Join us in creating spaces

that will provide transformative

opportunities for childhood growth

and a love of learning
in regional Australia



Stage 3 (cylinder) designed by Government engineer Robert Bryant in 1971

The UNE Boilerhouse sits prominently on the 
northern edge of the academic campus where it 
bore the load of heating the University from 1948 
until 2000. This architecturally striking building 
was built in three stages, beginning when the 
young university was only a handful of buildings. 
Growth and dispersal of the university’s structures 
led to Stage 2, designed by Leif Kristensen in 
1965 and award-winning Stage 3, designed by 
Government engineer Robert Bryant in 1971. 
The Stage 3 cylinder (left) makes creative use of 
off-form concrete; its arresting brutalist form was 
part of Bryant’s larger scheme for a residential 
complex in the northern part of the campus using 
a similar idiom. 

Stages 2 and 3 of the Boilerhouse provide an 
outstanding record of a now vanished technology 
when the most cost-effective method of heating 

UNE’s academic campus was by means of a coal 
powered reticulated hot-water system. They 
remind us of the significance and achievement 
of moving from the use of fossil fuels in energy 
production to renewables of the future.

What a perfect time to acknowledge this narrative 
in a children’s Discovery Space; to use this journey 
and innovation in our university’s history as a 
platform for imagining the future. 

We will retain the stories of our heritage in the 
UNE Boilerhouse Discovery Space, and emphasise 
the need in the 21st century for individuals to 
embrace the challenge and excitement of life-
long learning and innovation in order to both 
successfully navigate and, more importantly, 
improve the world they inhabit. 

We will redevelop our iconic UNE Boilerhouse 
into an innovative children’s Discovery Space, 
incorporating age-appropriate, research-led 

discovery experiences designed in consultation 
with the University’s early childhood and 

science-based learning specialists.

the boilerhouse



The Boilerhouse will retain its industrial history, and incorporate a STEAMpunk 
playfulness in its new design. STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and 
Maths) will be our focus theme for not only the experiences for children and 
families, but the story of the history of the Boilerhouse itself.



These are the connections that are the brain 
architecture, the basis upon which all learning, 
behaviour and health depend.*

The most important role that play can have is 
to help children to be active, make choices and 
practice actions to mastery. Play that links sensory-
motor, cognitive, and social-emotional experiences 
provides an ideal setting for brain development, 
and providing young children with a healthy 
environment in which to play, learn and grow is 
not only good for their development—it is good 
for the society in which they live. Economists have 
shown that high-quality early childhood programs 
bring impressive returns on investment to the 
public. According to the Harvard Centre on the 
Developing Child:

Enhancing the opportunities for 
regional children – the Boilerhouse 
Discovery Space.

Early experiences and the environments in which 
children develop can have lasting impact on later 

success in school and life. The activities engaged in by 
children both stimulate and influence the patterns and 

pathways of neural centres in our brains. In the first few years of life, one million new 
neural connections are formed every second...

discovery

The Boilerhouse Discovery Space aligns strongly 
with Armidale’s reputation as a regional centre  
of excellence in education, and with UNE’s  
strategic goals to build resilient and sustainable 
regional communities.

 

* See: developingchild.harvard.edu

Play is the work  
of the child

 Maria Montessori

Three of the most rigorous long-
term studies found a range of returns 

between four and nine dollars for 
every dollar invested in early learning 

programs for low-income children. 
Program participants followed into 
adulthood benefited from increased 
earnings while the public saw returns 

in the form of reduced special 
education, welfare, and crime costs, 
and increased tax revenues from 
program participants later in life.*



The site will include highly integrated landscaping 
and design that will make a significant contribution 
to the surrounding campus and community, and 
demonstrate the best practices of engineering, 
fabrication, construction and servicing. 

The Boilerhouse will showcase outstanding 
environmental performance and an expected 
5-star Greenstar rating (or equivalent). Staff 
will be able to actively monitor and adjust the 
environmental features of the building in order 
to appreciate their impacts on the indoor and 
outdoor environments. 

Through UNE Discovery Australia’s first regional 
university will ignite fires of curiosity, fuelling the 
confidence of each new generation of regional 
children to meet the challenges of the future.

UNE is uniquely placed to bring the Discovery 
vision to life. The re-purposing of the iconic 
Boilerhouse as a children’s Discovery space 
enables the university to:

 ͡ Showcase research-led discovery experiences 
designed in consultation with both internal 
and external early childhood specialists;

 ͡ Work with local early childhood education 
providers to run extended programs to 
children in care;

 ͡ Offer undergraduate and postgraduate 
placements for education students at UNE;

 ͡ Provide spaces for community group 
workshops, play sessions and collaboration;

 ͡ Work closely with Aboriginal communities 
to share knowledge of indigenous food and 
gardening; 

 ͡ Engage visitors in national citizen science 
projects;

 ͡ Showcase UNE and Armidale collections  
in natural history, antiquities and art;

 ͡ Offer teacher professional development 
programs; and

 ͡ Host artist / scientist / teacher-in-residence 
programs.

The new building will combine original, historically 
significant, features with new design and materials to 

be a structure of international architectural merit. 

the space
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Carers and children can learn together through 
active indoor and outdoor spaces, including:

 ͡ Beneath our feet: sensory soil and geology play
 ͡ My body map: system focussed body play
 ͡ The music room: the physics of sound!
 ͡ Patterns and numbers: maths in nature
 ͡ Spending ages in pages: our library
 ͡ Paddock to plate: a market at the farm gate
 ͡ The laws of energy: the history of energy 

creation from coal fired Boilerhouse to 
renewables

 ͡ Low gear engineer: push, pull, build, tinker, 
balance and lift construction area

 ͡ Dance till you drop: our stage and  
production space

Inside the Boilerhouse you’ll find experiences 
designed to stimulate seven senses (touch, taste, 

smell, sight, hearing, proprioception and vestibular) 
and dominant movement patterns (static, springing, 

landing, rotation, swing, height and flight). 

experience

When children collaborate in an environment 
supportive of unrestricted play, powerful 

neurological gains are made. 



Aerial view of UNE Armidale campus. Boilerhouse site highlighted.

Initiating
Feasibility study, business planning

May 2016 – Dec 2017

Planning & Remediation
Building design, educational programming

July 2017 – Dec 2018

Execution
Construction and fit out

July 2019 – July 2021

Open
Official opening

Feb 2022
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Official opening 
is planned for 

February 2022



Driving Discovery: a $12 million project

The Boilerhouse will be a space where children 
learn through playing while UNE students and 
academics will be able connect these experiences 
with tangible outcomes that positively impact  
our communities. 

The Abbott Foundation has generously pledged 
$3.5 million to the realisation of this project, and 
the University is seeking donor partners who will 
match this offer. 

In addition to matching 
The Abbott Foundation’s 
gift, we are looking for 
specific sponsorship 
for different parts of 
the project, and naming 
opportunities exist for 
spaces and experiences.

With your assistance, UNE will:

 ͡ Re-purpose the iconic UNE Boilerhouse into 
a dedicated discovery space, with a 900m2 
internal space that includes a café, workshop 
area, library, open experience spaces, 
amenities and administrative spaces; and 
landscaped 200m2 outdoor area;

 ͡ establish a full program of experiences and 
encounters to facilitate indoor and outdoor 
play for over 20,000 visitors each year;

 ͡ record and capture the Boilerhouse  
precinct’s history and its reimagining as  
a discovery space;

 ͡ enhance access to the range of UNE collections 
in natural history, archaeology, antiquities, 
education and art; and

 ͡ establish the UNE Discovery program as a 
sustainable and viable business entity.

Building work is due to complete in February 2022.

The University of New England is also extending 
the philosophy and impact of Discovery through 
another initiative, the Discovery Voyager that 
extends the geographical reach to children 
throughout regional and remote areas of  
northern NSW.

let’s build!

UNE Discovery is helping redefine 
how regional universities engage with 

our future students and leaders in 
regional Australia. We are creating 
a bold culture and love of life long, 

flexible learning.

Professor Annabelle Duncan 
Vice-Chancellor and CEO

I am very pleased to participate in 
the UNE initiative of remodelling the 

Boilerhouse into a Children’s Discovery 
Space where children are able to 

engage in a wide variety of activities. 
The opportunity for children during 
the formative period of their lives to 
be active and playful enables them 

to develop self-confidence, creativity, 
curiosity, a can-do approach to life, and 

a collaborative attitude; all of which 
encourage early maturity and prepares 

them for school and later university 
and citizenship.

Mr Christopher Abbott, AM





We’d love to have you on board.
Contact Dr Kirsti Abbott
UNE Discovery Program Leader
p 0466 726 525
e kabbott6@une.edu.au

uneboilerhouse.org.au


